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Robert J. Sharer (September 1940 – September 20, 2012) was an American archaeologist, academic and Mayist, best known for his decades-long archaeological research at various pre-Columbian Mayan sites in Mesoamerica. [1] He published several books containing reports of his explorations and
also his archaeological theory, the product of his research on The Mayan civilization. Sharer has been a lecturer and teacher for over thirty years. It was based in the Department of Anthropology at the University of Pennsylvania. [2] Since 1995, she has held the Chair of Sally and Alvin V. Shoemaker of
Anthropology at the same university. [3] He also had an extensive working relationship with the Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology at the same University of Pennsylvania, where he served as curator in charge of the American Collection and headed the Research Department. [4] Work stands out
from among its publications (see external link): Everyday life in the Maya civilization (1996), co-author with Loa P. Traxler (1994) Regional Perspectives on Olmec (1989) and Chalchuapa's Prehistory, El Salvador (1978) Notes and references in Memoriam: Robert J. Sharer a b Penn Museum (2007) See:
Factty Appointment and Promotion Report, March 16 -13 April 1995 (PDF). University of Pennsylvania. 1995. Archived from the original on 23 February 2012. April 21, 2011.  Penn. Museum, meet the curators. (RJSh) (in English) Penn Museum (2007). Robert J. Sharer. Research: American Section.
University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology. April 21, 2011.  School of Arts and Sciences (SAS) (7 May 2004). The American Academy of Arts and Sciences welcomes two SAS professors. Archived from the original on June 7, 2011. April 21, 2011.  (in English) Sharer, Robert J.
(June 1974). Prehistory of the Southeast Mayan periphery. Current Anthropology (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, sponsored by Wenner-Gren Foundation for An Anthropological Research) 15 (2): pp.165-187. OCLC 62217742. two:10.1086/201454.  Robert Sharer's Published Work in the World
external links Cat.org This paper contains a translation derived from Robert Sharer from Wikipedia into English, in particular this version, published by its publishers under the GNU Free Documentation License and the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. Data: Q3435507
Obtained from RSS Maya Civilization Author: Robert J. Sharer Collection: Anthropology Works Section. Culture Fund Año: 1998 Idioma de la obra: Español Número de páginas: 300 Tamaño del archivo: 121.2 MB Breve descriptción de la obra: Breve estudio sobre las characterísticas principales de la
civilización Maya. Link de de de scarga QYJxnLLA!4QJKmLYisk5mVc9_vfQR7zqO6k_06Y18S6GUcMwBI28 Etiquetas: Epigrafía Maya A %d blogueros les gusta esto: Editorial: S.L. FONDO DE CULTURE ECONOMIC AEAEncuadernación: Tapa duraTranslator: MARIA ANTONIA NEIRA Este sitio web
use cookies, tanto propias como de terceros, para mejorare su expericia de navegación. And continúa navmando, considermos que acepta su uso. Más información Start your review of Maya Ancient Robert Sharer and Loa P. Traxler's The Ancient Maya: Sixth Edition is a work I have read intermittently
in the last five months. Today, I'm finally done. It may be maddeningly scholarly in places, but it is almost unimaginably complete. I remember reading the 3rd edition of this work by Sylvanus Morley many years ago: It was probably a better read, but it covered only a small part of what is known today. First
of all, we now know how to interpret Mayan hieroglyphics, and we have di Robert Sharer and Loa P. Traxler's The Ancient Maya: Sixth Edition is a work we have read intermittently over the last five months. Today, I'm finally done. It may be maddeningly scholarly in places, but it is almost unimaginably
complete. I remember reading the 3rd edition of this work by Sylvanus Morley many years ago: It was probably a better read, but it covered only a small part of what is known today. First, we now know how to interpret mayan hieroglyphics, and we discovered that the classical Maya had a history and a
cast of characters. In Morley's time, it was believed that most hieroglyphics were just glosses on dates, instead of stories about Maya rulers and their deeds. The book is way too hard for me to perform at Guatemala when I go in January, but I can see myself looking for details over the coming weeks.
Sharer's book contains the histories of the many Mayan policies of Yucatan, Chiapas, Guatemala, Belize, Honduras and El Salvador, supplemented with data. While I can't recommend this book as light reading (it's not light in any sense of the word), it's a model of the American archaeological scholarship
at its best. ... more The most comprehensive discussion of the ancient Maya I have encountered. A tour-of-force manual. Extremely instructive and even very legible for someone who is not engaged in a formal course of study Moments in which the author's beliefs and prejudices compromise the text, the
use of words, would be primitively jarred with me. Informative, other than that. Moments when the author's beliefs and prejudices text, the use of words, would be primitive lyred with me. Informative, other than that. ... denser, but and absorption. This is the best and most comprehensive general study of



the ancient Mayans I know. It has its problems, of course (one of which I think is dependent on the Spanish accounts of Postclassic), and also some inconsistencies due to its many revisions, but this is still the best around. If you can read a single book about the ancient Mayans, that should be the one.
Very good information on the basics of ancient Maya. Excellence! Es como una encyclopedia sober to Mayan culture. Third edition, 1970 print Well written. This was necessary reading for a college course, but I enjoyed the book so much, and it has so much information, that I kept it and reread parts of it.
Show 1-32 Start the daily review in Maya Civilization Angel Colberg rated it really enjoyable January 13, 2011 Gregory D. rated it was amazing December 7, 2017 Rebecca Bobb rated it was amazing Sep 20, 2014 Katie rated it liked February 9, 2017 Diana marked it as to-read July 25, 2011 Anca Ralu
marked it as to-read November 25 , 2013 Karine marked it as to-read Apr 29 , 2014 Declan marked it as may 20, 2014 Rich marked it as-read January 25, 2016 It marked it as may 25, 2017 Leticia marked it as to-read October 24, 2017 DustyStudy marked it as a read November 13, 2017 Amy marked it
as a 1 February 2018 Synopsis: Estudio considerado como uno de los más fieles a una de las cultures indígenas más brilliantes de América en época precolombina : the la los pueblos maya del norte de la América Central y del sur de México. Después del descubrimiento de Uaxactún y de sus trabajos
de reconstrución de Chichén Itzá, sus hallazgos posteriores en Bonampak y Palenque se inclusiveen en esta aportación sin parallelo. Biographía del author: Robert J. Sharer is professor of anthropology at the University of Pennsylvania and curator of the American Section at the University of
Pennsylvania Museum. He published more than 100 scientific articles and monographs reporting the results of his archaeological research, including a three-volume Chalchuapa report (1978) and a Verapaz report (1987). He is editor general of the Quirigua Reports, with four published volumes (1979,
1983, 1993 and 2007) and general editor of future Copan Acropolis Classical Early reports. He co-edited five books, including Regional Perspectives on the Olmec (1989) and Understanding Early Classic Copan (2004), and is the author of Quirigua: A Classic Maya Center and Its Sculpture (1990),
Everyday Life in Maya Civilization (1996) and three editions of The Ancient Maya, the most recent fully revised work in collaboration with Loa P. Traxler. Sobre is título puede pertenecer a otra edición de este libro. Libro.
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